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Theoretical ecologists have analysed a range of neutral models but few including stage
structure. Here we introduce a stage-structured neutral model, by extending the standard spatial neutral model to have two-stage classes: a juvenile stage and a reproductive
stage. We find that formulas for biodiversity patterns (e.g. species–area relationships
and species abundance distributions) of reproductives in the stage-structured model
can be obtained from the corresponding standard formulas via a parameter rescaling, which involves calculating an effective speciation rate parameter and an effective
dispersal parameter. This is useful because it means existing knowledge about the nonstage-structured model can be transferred to the stage-structured model, providing that
applications focus exclusively on the reproductive stage. One surprising implication is
that the presence of a juvenile stage can substantially increase the species richness of
reproductive individuals: a juvenile stage with a length fraction k that of the reproductive stage increases reproductive species richness by roughly the same factor. We apply
our new formulas to a case study of tropical forest trees in Panama and find that while
the stage-structured model makes different predictions than the standard model, it
does not fix known problems with cross-scale predictions. We speculate that some of
our results, in particular the result that the presence of a juvenile stage increases community diversity, likely apply to non-neutral systems as well.
Keywords: neutral model, spatial coalescence, species–area relationship, stage
structure, tropical forest trees

Introduction
Initial enthusiasm for ecological neutral theory in the early 2000s was driven largely
by its ability to accurately reproduce classic empirical biodiversity patterns, including the triphasic species–area relationship (SAR) and the log-series species abundance
distribution (SAD) (Hubbell 2001, Volkov et al. 2003, Rosindell and Cornell 2007).
This enthusiasm waned with the gradual revelation that the theory performed substantially less well when predicting patterns of temporal change (Chisholm and O’Dwyer
2014, Chisholm et al. 2014, Kalyuzhny et al. 2014) or when attempting to simultaneously reproduce patterns at local and regional scales (O’Dwyer and Cornell 2018).
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Table 1. Predicted local tree species richness in the BCI 50 ha plot
from a regionally parameterised (non-stage-structured) spatial
neutral model.
Input parameters1
Reproductive DBH
threshold2
1 cm
1 cm
10 cm
10 cm

Regional
richness3

Predicted
local richness4

True local
richness5

955
1260
716
788

573
670
124
127

299–307
299–307
222–238
222–238

We also assume that the dispersal parameter is σ = 50 m, and that
the area of the regional scale is 2500 km2 (corresponding roughly to
the Panama Canal watershed).
2
The 1 and 10 cm thresholds lead to respective density estimates of
400 000 and 40 000 reproductive individuals per km2.
3
The regional richness numbers are based on data from a regional
network of small plots and inventories (Condit et al. 2001, 2005a,
Pyke et al. 2001).
4
The predicted local species richness values come from plugging the
input parameters into Eq. 3 of O’Dwyer and Cornell (2018), with the
speciation parameter ν fitted to match regional richness.
5
The ranges of true local richness values come from the seven censuses of the plot between 1982 and 2010.
1

pairs, and the neutral SAR provides an excellent fit to these
(Fig. 1) (Rosindell and Chisholm 2020) (albeit with one
more free parameter than in the application to trees above,
in the absence of an independent estimate of the dispersal
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Evidently, important processes that operate in nature are
missing from neutral theory – or at least from most neutral
models explored to date.
Mechanisms missing from most published neutral models can be classified into four broad categories: realism in
the dispersal process (Rosindell and Cornell 2009), realism
in the speciation process (Rosindell et al. 2010, Etienne and
Haegeman 2011), niche-based mechanisms (Kalyuzhny et al.
2015, Cazelles et al. 2016, Chisholm et al. 2016, Fung et al.
2016), and mechanisms associated with demographic heterogeneity (Melbourne and Hastings 2008). The latter refers to
variation in vital rates of individuals within a species by size,
age or stage. Some types of demographic heterogeneity can
be introduced without breaking neutrality, e.g. if the same
size- or age-structured variation is present for all species. For
example, O’Dwyer et al. (2009) added size structure to a neutral model and found that it had little effect on the SAD but
did influence other system properties, such as the species–
biomass distribution. The focus of the present study will be
on how stage structure – the presence of multiple life stages
with different fecundity and mortality rates – affects neutral
predictions.
Perhaps the most basic form of stage structure in nature
is the presence of separate juvenile and reproductive stages.
In applications to tree communities, the default approach in
most applications of neutral models has been to make the
assumption (usually unstated, but see Hubbell et al. 2008)
that all individuals above a certain diameter-at-breast-height
(DBH) threshold are reproductive, and to ignore the juvenile
stage completely (Rosindell et al. 2012). The chosen threshold is typically 1 or 10 cm (each is used at various points in
Hubbell 2001). This approach might be justifiable if results
were robust to the choice of threshold, but in general they
are not (Jabot et al. 2008, Rosindell et al. 2012). For example, some quick calculations show that changing the DBH
threshold has major effects on the SAR. The spatial neutral
SAR formula of O’Dwyer and Cornell (2018) can be used
to predict tree species richness in the 50-ha Barro Colorado
Island (BCI) plot based on regional richness. If this formula
is parameterised at the regional scale for trees above 10 cm
DBH, with the implicit assumption that this is the reproductive threshold, then the formula predicts about 125 tree
species with individuals above this threshold in the 50-ha
plot, just over half the true value (Table 1) (O’Dwyer and
Cornell 2018). If instead 1 cm DBH is chosen as the threshold, the formula predicts roughly 600 species above this size
in the plot, or double the empirical value (Table 1; note that
regional richness differs with the DBH threshold, but this
accounts for only ≈20% of the plot-scale difference). The
seemingly innocuous choice between two thresholds causes a
switch from severe underprediction to severe overprediction.
The use of a threshold, in most cases without justification, is
clearly problematic.
A more justifiable approach is to count the individuals
that are actually reproductive and use these numbers when
parameterising the model. For example, Preston’s (1960)
classic bird SAR data set comes from counts of breeding
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Figure 1. Species–area data for birds of North America from Preston
(1960) (points), along with a fit of the standard spatial neutral
model without stage structure (O’Dwyer and Cornell 2018) (red
curve). The fitted parameter values are individual density ρ = 507
km−2, speciation rate ν = 8.16 × 10−10 and standard deviation of
dispersal distance σ = 0.4 km (R2 = 0.982). The species counts in
Preston’s data are for breeding pairs, i.e. individual density ρ is measured in units of breeding pairs. Note the graph differs slightly from
the one in Rosindell and Chisholm (2020): here we more closely
follow Preston’s (1960) approach where two small-area urban sites
are omitted and the small-area point instead comes from the forested Neotoma Valley in Ohio (where one acre contains roughly
two species).
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parameter for birds). If, as in this birds example, the data
do not contain any juveniles, there still remains the problem
of how the juvenile stage might affect the overall dynamics
of the neutral model and thus the interpretation of fitted
parameters. For organisms with a short juvenile stage, it can
perhaps be safely ignored, as it has been in most neutral models to date. But many species, including birds (Hickey 1952)
and trees (Hubbell 1998, Metcalf et al. 2009), can spend a
good fraction of their lives as juveniles.
A spatial version of a neutral model with two stage classes –
juvenile and reproductive – was discussed by Rosindell et al.
(2012). They conjectured that the presence of a juvenile stage
would have little effect on the population dynamics of the
reproductives, relative to the case without stage structure.
They therefore ran a standard spatial neutral model without stage structure, i.e. with only reproductives, and created
a static distribution of juveniles around each reproductive.
They used this to explore how an imperfect sampling process
that includes not just reproductives but also some juveniles
can affect the SAR. A fully dynamic stage-structured model
was outside the scope of their study, but the implicit assumption was that such a model would produce similar results. By
contrast, D’Andrea and O’Dwyer (2017) did study a fully
dynamic stage-structured neutral model in a non-spatial context and found that the SAD could exhibit marked deviations
from the non-stage-structured expectation if adult fecundity
and mortality were low, but that the progeny distribution was
more robust.
Here we build on this previous work by quantitatively
analysing a spatial neutral model with two-stage classes. Our
stage-structured model is similar to the one Rosindell et al.
(2012) discussed verbally without exploring quantitatively
the juvenile dynamics. Our specific goals are to explore
the effects of stage structure on the neutral model’s SAR
and on its ability to make accurate cross-scale predictions.
Pleasingly, in some cases, one can derive formulas for translating results from a non-stage-structured model to a stagestructured model, but these must be used carefully because
the parameters gain different interpretations and the values
of individual density must be chosen appropriately. We show
with an application to Panama forest trees that this improved
approach to neutral modelling of stage-structured communities changes conclusions on when and how neutral theory
fails, in particular, whether the neutral theory can simultaneously predict species richness at local and regional scales via
the SAR.

Methods
The model

The mathematical model concerns a non-zero-sum community on an infinite landscape, with a focal disc-shaped region
of area A. The average densities of juvenile and reproductive
individuals per unit area are ρjuv and ρrepr, respectively, and thus
the corresponding expected numbers of individuals in the
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focal area are Jjuv = ρjuvA and Jrepr = ρreprA. Individuals can exit
the juvenile stage either by being promoted to reproductive
status or dying, processes which occur at per-capita rates c and
djuv (per unit time), respectively. Individuals exit the reproductive stage only via death, which occurs at a per-capita rate drepr.
Additionally, new juveniles appear in the landscape as a result
of two types of event: birth events among the reproductives,
which occur at a per-capita rate b(1 − ν), with ν ∈ [0,1]; and
speciation events which occur at a per-unit area rate ρreprbν.
To maintain constant average population densities of both
stage classes, we enforce the constraints bρrepr = (c + djuv)ρjuv
and cρjuv = dreprρrepr. (Technical note: Because we are dealing
with a non-zero-sum model, the speciation rate is defined perunit area rather than per-individual to guarantee long-term
persistence of the community, which otherwise has an absorbing state with zero individuals. Most of the time, though, the
system will be close to the dynamic equilibrium, and the
parameter ν can be thought of as the probability of speciation
during a birth event, as in the zero-sum model.)
Observe that the average time spent in the juvenile stage is
τjuv = 1/(c + djuv) and the average time spent in the reproductive stage is τrepr = 1/drepr. Putting all this together, we get
c=

1 rrepr
trepr r juv

b=

1 r juv
t juv rrepr

d juv =
d repr =

1
t juv

1 rrepr
trepr r juvv

(1)

1
trepr

These formulas can be useful for parameterising the model
with empirical data because they involve only estimates of
individual density and time spent in each stage.
When a reproductive individual gives birth, the new individual disperses away from the parent with a distance and
direction determined by drawing from a bivariate normal
dispersal kernel with zero mean, zero covariance terms and
variances equal to s2d . When a juvenile is promoted to the
reproductive stage, it can change spatial position, and the distance and direction it moves is again drawn from a bivariate
normal kernel with zero mean and zero covariances, and with
variances equal to s2g . In some communities this distance
will be small or negligible, e.g. in tree communities, a reproductive tree will be at essentially the same location that it
occupied as a juvenile. In other communities, though, the
distance could be appreciably large, e.g. for birds, it represents the distance a fledgling travels before establishing its
own nest.
We analysed this model mathematically and also via
numerical simulations. The definition of the model given

above is non-zero-sum, which facilitates the application of
related published analytical solutions (O’Dwyer and Cornell
2018). For the simulations, we created a zero-sum version of
the model because this is easier to implement numerically.
The individuals in the zero-sum simulation exist on two spatially coincident grids that generally have different resolutions (equal only if ρjuv = ρrepr), with the juveniles on one grid
and reproductive individuals on another. Each reproductive
death is immediately replaced by the promotion of a juvenile
into the vacated grid cell, and each juvenile death or promotion is immediately replaced by a birth event from a reproductive, with speciation occurring with probability ν per new
individual produced. The zero-sum assumption introduces
a weak form of density dependence into the model, which
can be important if diversity is very low (just a few species),
but the zero-sum and non-zero-sum models produce almost
identical results otherwise (Chisholm and O’Dwyer 2014).
We coded two versions of the zero-sum simulation in R
using different algorithms: one that runs forwards in time,
and one that runs backwards in time using coalescence methods (Rosindell et al. 2008, Thompson et al. 2020). The backwards-in-time algorithm has two major advantages: it runs
much faster than the forwards-in-time version; and it can run
on effectively infinite landscapes (limited only by numerical precision) consistent with our original model definition
above. Our backwards-in-time algorithm differs from the
forwards-in-time algorithm described above only in that we
allow two or more lineages in the juvenile stage to simultaneously occupy the same grid cell because there was no way to
prevent this in general without keeping track of all lineages
in the infinite landscape. This assumption does not matter in
the limit of high juvenile density, and fortunately, in practice, it appears not to matter providing that juvenile density
is equal to or greater than reproductive density (ρjuv ≥ ρrepr;
Fig. 2a). With this justification, we used the backwards-intime algorithm for the case study below, where empirically
we have ρjuv ≫ ρrepr.
(A)

Case study: tropical forest trees in Panama

We parameterised the model for tropical forest trees in central Panama. The key parameters of the model are the densities ρjuv and ρrepr, the mean times spent in each stage τjuv and
τrepr, the variances of the dispersal and recruitment distances
s2d and s2g and the speciation probability ν, which controls
landscape-scale diversity.
We estimated reproductive tree density at the 50 ha permanent plot at BCI, where each stem greater than 1 cm DBH
has been censused (Condit et al. 2017), using census data
together with unpublished species-specific average DBHs of
reproduction onset for 278 species estimated by Robin Foster
(Wright et al. 2005, Muller-Landau et al. 2008). By using
different DBH reproductive thresholds for each species and
a fixed juvenile-to-reproductive transition rate for all species,
we effectively assume that species with larger reproductive
DBH thresholds grow faster. We acknowledge this as a limitation of our model, necessary to maintain parsimony and
tractability, and encourage future work that models DBH
dynamics explicitly.
Juvenile density is harder to estimate because it should
include all pre-reproductive stages including seeds, seedlings,
and saplings. Simulation results suggested, however, that the
dynamics of reproductives are largely insensitive to the value
of juvenile density, provided it is not lower than reproductive
density, in which case juvenile density can be approximated
as ρjuv = ∞. The assumption that juvenile density is greater
than reproductive density is easily met at BCI: for most species, the density of individuals below the reproductive threshold is several times higher than that above.
To parameterise the reproductive stage dynamics, we estimated the annual mortality rate of reproductives drepr,i for
each species i from the census data. Recall that the mean
reproductive stage length is τrepr,i = 1/drepr,i (Eq. 1). We then
took the median of these values across species (the distribution was positively skewed) as the value of τrepr for the model.
(B)
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Figure 2. Theoretical SARs for reproductive (triangles) and juvenile (circles) individuals in the stage-structured neutral model on a square
focal landscape with Jrepr = 28 × 28, ρrepr = 1 (so that there is one reproductive individual per unit area) and ρjuv = 4. Other parameters are
σd = 5, σg = 3, ν = 10−3, k = τjuv/τrepr = 1/3. Each data point shows the average across 10 independent simulations. (a) Simulations on a finite
landscape verify that the two simulation algorithms – coalescence (black) and forwards-in-time (magenta) – give consistent results. (b) On
an infinite landscape, Eq. 5 gives a very accurate approximation to the SAR for reproductive individuals (green), as verified here by comparison to results from the coalescence algorithm (black).
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To parameterise the juvenile stage dynamics, we estimated
the mean juvenile stage length τjuv from census data. Note
that this value of τjuv was estimated assuming that the mortality rate is the same for all juveniles. In reality, this mortality
tends to decrease with age. We acknowledge this as a limitation of our model, which could potentially be addressed by
splitting the juvenile stage class (e.g. into seedling and sapling
classes), but in the Discussion we explain that this would not
change our results qualitatively.
Our definition of the juvenile stage includes the seedling
and the sapling stages, so we can write
t juv = tseedling + pseedling ®sap tsap

(2)

with the threshold for the seedling-to-sapling transition
being 1 cm DBH to coincide with the size at which individuals enter the census data. We are ignoring the seed stage here
because we assumed the seed bank is negligible in a tropical
forest (Dalling and Brown 2009). To estimate τseedling, we took
the estimated m = 0.13 annual mortality rate of seedlings in
the plot (Comita et al. 2010) and Hubbell’s (1998) estimate
of T = 16.6 years for the average time taken for a seedling to
reach 1 cm DBH in the BCI forest, and thus estimated τseedling
and pseedling→sap from the following formulas:
tseedling = T (1 - m ) +
T

T -1

å tm (1 - m ) =
t =0

t

(1 - m ) (1 - (1 - m )

T

)

m

pseedling ®sap = (1 - m )

T

The first term in the first expression for τseedling accounts for
seedlings that successfully make it to the sapling stage; the
second term accounts for seedlings that die before they reach
the sapling stage. More sophisticated estimates of these quantities would account for variation in τseedling across individuals. We then estimated time spent in the sapling stage, τsap,i,
for each species i by sampling randomly from the observed
species-specific DBH growth and mortality rate data (from
the BCI censuses) to estimate how long it takes a sapling,
starting from 1 cm DBH, to either die or reach its speciesspecific reproductive DBH. This then allowed us to calculate
τjuv,i for each species i from Eq. 2 and hence ki = τjuv,i/τrepr,i,
and ultimately a median value of k across species. We also
explored the hypothetical limiting scenario in which τjuv = 0
and thus k = 0.
We estimated the dispersal variance s2d from seed trap
data at BCI (Muller-Landau 2001). We set the juvenile-toreproductive movement variance parameter to the arbitrarily
low value of s2g » 1 m , in which case it has a negligible
effect on the results (this could represent trunk plasticity;
Strigul et al. 2008).
The speciation parameter ν is then the only unknown
in the model and can be determined by any single further
piece of information. To fix ν, we used estimated values of
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species richness at the scale of the Panama Canal watershed,
of area A = 2500 km2 (Pyke et al. 2001, Condit et al. 2005b).
We then explored whether the resulting fully parameterised
SAR accurately predicted species richness of the BCI 50 ha
plot and whether the corresponding SAD at the 50 ha scale
accurately matched the BCI SAD. This largely follows the
procedure of O’Dwyer and Cornell (2018), who conducted
a similar exercise but for a non-stage-structured version of
our model. In addition, we examined whether the model
accurately captures the distance decay of similarity at the
50-ha scale and below, as measured by the probability that
two reproductive individuals separated by a distance r come
from the same species, F(r) (Chave and Leigh 2002). This
largely follows the procedure of Condit et al. (2002), who
looked at diversity decay in a non-stage-structured version of
our model.
Our results revealed that the regionally parameterised
model could not accurately predict local richness. To calculate what regional richness would hypothetically need to be if
the model were to match local scale richness, we also explored
the SAR when ν is instead fixed using observed species richness at the 50 ha scale.

Results
The model

Initial investigations indicated that the SAR for all individuals
(juveniles plus reproductives) in the stage-structured model is
not a simple rescaling of the known formulas for the nonstage-structured version of the model (Fig. 2a shows the SAR
decomposed into its juvenile-stage and reproductive-stage
components). Interestingly, however, a formula for just the
reproductive-stage SAR can be obtained by thinking about
the model’s dynamics in a coalescence framework. Suppose
we start with a set of lineages corresponding to all reproductive individuals in the focal area at the present day and trace
these lineages backwards through time, which involves first
tracing the lineage for each focal reproductive individual back
to its juvenile stage, then tracing this back to a previous reproductive individual, and so on. The dynamics are similar to the
coalescence process in the non-stage-structured model except
that lineages now can coalesce only when stepping backwards
from the juvenile stage to the reproductive stage, not when
stepping backwards from the reproductive to the juvenile
stage. The biological reason is simply that two reproductive
individuals cannot come from the same juvenile, whereas two
juveniles can come from the same reproductive individual.
Following the above logic, we can infer that the rate of
coalescence will be a factor τrepr/(τrepr + τjuv) = 1/(1 + k) slower
in the stage-structured model, where k ≡ τjuv/τrepr. However,
after accounting for this effective stretching of time, the
coalescence tree should be statistically identical to one from
the standard non-stage-structured model. We can account
for this time-stretching mathematically and convert the
stage-structured model (for reproductives only, recall) to

an equivalent non-stage-structured model by calculating an
effective speciation rate and an effective dispersal distance:
n eff = 1 - (1 - n )

1+ k

» (1 + k ) n

(

2
seff
= (1 + k ) s2d + s2g

(3)

)

(4)

where k is as defined above. The logic here is that the effective stretching of time by a factor of 1 + k increases both the
effective speciation rate and the effective dispersal distance by
approximately a factor of 1 + k (the average distance travelled
over time in a Gaussian random walk is linearly related to the
variance of each step). Note that for the effective speciation
rate, the exact value is slightly less than (1 + k)ν to account
for the fact that tracing of a lineage in the coalescence algorithm is terminated when the first speciation event occurs (so
there cannot be more than one speciation event on a lineage).
Note also that the formula for σeff involves s2g as well as s2d
accounting for the possibility that an individual’s position
moves from the juvenile to the reproductive stage (which is
essentially irrelevant to trees but potentially relevant to other
applications).
We emphasise that Eq. 3 and 4 should not be taken to
mean that speciation and dispersal are actually somehow
greater in the stage-structured model than the specified values
ν and s2d , but rather that the resulting model behaves like
2
a non-stage-structured model in which νeff and seff
are the
speciation rate and dispersal variance.
Armed with the rescaling formulas, we can write the SAR
for reproductive individuals in the stage-structured model as
ö
æ
rrepr A
1+ k
÷ (5)
S = (1 + k ) s2d + s2g Y ç
,
1
1
n
(
)
ç (1 + k ) s2d + s2g
÷
è
ø

(

)

(

)

where Ψ(A,ν) is the SAR in a spatial non-stage-structured
neutral model with ρ = 1 and σ = 1. The function Ψ has
elsewhere been named the Preston function, for its broad
utility in spatial neutral ecology (Chisholm et al. 2018,
Thompson et al. 2019, Rosindell and Chisholm 2020). An
excellent approximation to Ψ has been derived by O’Dwyer
and Cornell (2018). The good match between Eq. 5, using
O’Dwyer and Cornell’s formula for Ψ, and simulation data
are shown in Fig. 2b.
Linearising Eq. 5 around k = 0 shows that species richness
is roughly proportional to 1 + k for small k. This result can in
fact be derived from the first principles as follows. Consider
a two-stage neutral community (juveniles and reproductives)
of constant size at dynamic speciation–extinction equilibrium. For ease of exposition let the units of time be years, and
let the average number of new species arising from speciation
per year be N (uppercase ν). Over a long period t of geological
time, the total number of species seen will be roughly equal

to the total number of speciation events, Nt (this ignores only
species that arose before the start of the interval but persisted
into it, a number that becomes negligible relative to Nt for
large t). If T is the average species lifetime, then the total
number of species-years is NtT. An alternative formula for
the total number of species-years is St, where S is the average number of species alive at any one time. Thus we have
St = NtT, showing that S = NT, i.e. average species richness is
linearly related to the average species lifetime.
Using the same rescaling (Eq. 3–4) used to derive the SAR
(Eq. 5) in our stage-structured model, we can write a formula for the SAD for reproductive individuals in our model
2
by substituting νeff and seff
for ν and σ2 into a corresponding formula for the SAD in the spatial non-stage-structured
model (O’Dwyer and Cornell 2018). And we can also write
formulas specifying F(r) for reproductive individuals in our
model by applying the same substitution to the corresponding formulas for F(r) in the spatial non-stage-structured
model (Eq. 4.7 and 4.8 in Chave and Leigh 2002, or equivalently Eq. 1 and 2 in Condit et al. 2002).
Case study: tropical forest trees in Panama

From the average of seven censuses at BCI, we estimated
ρrepr = 152 932 km−2. As noted in the Methods, juvenile density was set at ρjuv = ∞. The median time spent in the reproductive stage across all species was estimated as τrepr = 55.9
years. We estimated τseedling = 6.1 years and pseedling→sap = 0.12.
The median time spent in the sapling stage (given that an
individual reaches this stage) across species was estimated as
τsap = 26.8 years, and the corresponding median time spent
in the whole juvenile stage was τjuv = 9.3 years (this is lower
than τsap because most juveniles die as seedlings, before they
reach the sapling stage). The median ratio of time spent in the
juvenile stage to time spent in the reproductive stage across
species was k = τjuv/τrepr = 0.18. Similar values for k were
obtained when we instead divided the median juvenile stage
length by the median reproductive stage length (k = 0.17) or
calculated an abundance weighted value (k = 0.16). We performed analyses for k = 0.1 and k = 0.2 to cover an envelope
that includes the empirically estimated values. The dispersal
parameter was estimated as σd = 50 m, based on dispersal data
for 81 tree species at BCI (Muller-Landau 2001, Chisholm
and Lichstein 2009). With the assumed value of σg = 1 m,
2
this gave seff
= (1 + k ) ´ 502 + 12 and thence σeff = 52.5 or
54.8 m, depending on the value of k chosen.
A ‘tree’ for the purposes of this analysis is defined as any
free-standing woody plant that can reach 1 cm DBH (coinciding with the census data at BCI). We used a range of values for tree species richness at the scale of the Panama Canal
watershed: SPCW ∈ [955, 1260]. The lower value in this range
is the lower bound on species richness of trees above 1 cm
DBH obtained from a network of small plots and inventories throughout the watershed (Table 1); the upper value is
the upper bound from this same data source (Table 1) plus
20% to account for uncertainties including undersampling
(e.g. singletons or other locally rare species that may exist in
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Table 2. Predicted local species richness of reproductive trees (using species-specific reproductive DBH thresholds) in the BCI 50-ha plot
from a regionally parameterised stage-structured spatial neutral model.
Input parameters1
Ratio of juvenile to reproductive stage duration
(k = τjuv/τrepr)

Regional richness (SPCW)

Predicted local richness ( ŜBCI )

True local richness2

955
955
955
1260
1260
1260

349
369
389
384
409
432

291–297
291–297
291–297
291–297
291–297
291–297

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.2

In addition, we used the parameter values σd = 50 m and σg = 1 m, as described in the main text.
This is the range of values observed over the seven censuses between 1982 and 2010.

1
2

the watershed without having been observed). The resulting
downscaled estimates of tree species richness at the 50-ha
plot scale, ŜBCI , are given in Table 2. For the empirically
estimated values of k, the values of ŜBCI range from about
26–47% more than the observed values of SBCI ∈ [291, 297]
over seven censuses (Table 2, Fig. 3). Thus the model overestimates local species richness. Even for the lowest value of
regional richness considered and the lowest possible value of
k = 0, corresponding to the case of no juvenile stage and thus
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Figure 3. Theoretical SARs for reproductive individuals in a spatial
stage-structured neutral model for forest trees in central Panama.
The SARs show various combinations of the parameter k (ratio of
juvenile to reproductive stage duration) and the regional species
richness SPCW (graphical legend and Table 2). The blue and red SARs
are tuned to fit the regional scale (for which the empirically estimated range of species richness is indicated by the cluster of black
dots at right); the grey SARs are tuned to fit the local scale of the
50-ha BCI plot (black dot at left). The regionally parameterised
SAR overpredicts local richness, and the locally parameterised SAR
underpredicts regional richness. The area on the lower axis is in
units such that individual reproductive tree density ρ = 1; the area
on the upper axis is in units of km2 for ease of interpretation.
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a population without stage structure, local species richness is
still overestimated by about 19% (Table 2). For the downscaling to give accurate results at the 50-ha scale, regional
richness would have to be less than half its current estimated
value (SPCW = 436, 465, and 502 for k = 0.0, 0.1, and 0.2,
respectively; Fig. 3, grey curves).
The model also fails to predict the form of the SAD at
the 50-ha plot scale: predicted interspecific variation in abundance is much lower than observed, with a deficiency of both
very rare and very abundant species (Fig. 4). The results for
the similarity index F(r) reflect both the model’s overprediction of species richness and underprediction of the proportion of very abundant species at local scales: in the regionally
parameterised model, the predicted similarity at all distances
within the 50-ha plot is a factor of 8–43 lower than the
observed similarity (Fig. 5).

Many ecological communities exhibit pronounced stage
structure. When modelling such communities with neutral
theory, one sensible approach is to build a stage-structured
model that properly accounts for the different demographic
rates of each stage. Here we have shown that a mathematically equivalent, and often easier, alternative is to use a reparameterised version of a corresponding non-stage-structured
model in which individual density (ρ) is defined as the density
of reproductives, and the speciation and dispersal parameters
are reinterpreted as effective parameters. The rescaled model
reveals surprising insights about the effects of stage structure
on biodiversity, some of which go beyond neutral theory.
Perhaps our most surprising result is that the presence
of a juvenile stage can have a substantial effect on the species richness of the reproductive stage. Assuming all other
model parameters are held constant, the presence of a juvenile stage having length a fraction k that of the reproductive
stage increases reproductive species richness by roughly the
same factor (note the increase of richness with k in our case
study in Table 2 is less than this because we constrain the
model to fit regional richness and thus ν also varies with k).
This effect can be large. For example, consider a hypothetical
herbaceous plant community with two stages, a seed bank
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Figure 4. (a) Theoretical SADs (coloured curves with points) for reproductive individuals in the BCI 50-ha plot from the spatial stagestructured neutral model parameterised at the scale of the Panama Canal watershed as in Fig. 3. The six different theoretical SADs show
different combinations of the input parameters k (ratio of juvenile to reproductive stage duration) and SPCW (species richness at the watershed scale) (graphical legend and Table 2). The empirical SAD (averaged over seven censuses) is shown for comparison (grey bars). Total
species richness at the 50-ha plot scale is overpredicted, as was evident from the SAR in Fig. 3, but, in addition, from the SADs we see that
variation in species abundance across species is underpredicted. (b) The latter discrepancy is not due solely to the overprediction of total
richness, as is made clear by plotting the proportional SADs instead.

Prob. two inds. belong to same sp., F (r)

stage and an adult stage, and assume that the average lengths
of the two stages are equal, and imagine we want to predict
species richness with a neutral model. If we have J = 10 000

individuals, a dispersal distance of σ = 4 (in units of distance
defined such that individual density per unit area equals one),
and a speciation rate of ν = 10−8, then naively ignoring the
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Figure 5. Theoretical similarity (coloured curves with points) for reproductive individuals in the BCI 50-ha plot from the spatial stagestructured neutral model parameterised at the scale of the Panama Canal watershed as in Fig. 3. The similarity is measured as the probability
of two reproductive individuals separated by a distance of r belonging to the same species, F(r). For ease of visual representation of the
empirical curve, we binned the r values for all pairs of individuals into bins of width 5 cm, calculated the mean F(r) for each bin, and then
plotted these against the mid-points of the bins. The six different theoretical curves of F(r) against r show different combinations of the
input parameters k (ratio of juvenile to reproductive stage duration) and SPCW (species richness at the watershed scale) (graphical legend and
Table 2). The empirical curve of F(r) against r (averaged over seven censuses) is shown for comparison (black curve).
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juvenile stage by setting k = 0 gives estimated species richness
S = 19.0, but accounting for it by setting k = 1 gives S = 37.6,
a nearly two-fold difference.
These potentially large effects of the juvenile stage on
reproductive community diversity run counter to our prior
expectations and to those of a previous study on stage-structured neutral models (Rosindell et al. 2012). Rosindell et al.
(2012) correctly pointed out that a juvenile stage could affect
richness in two ways: 1) via direct inclusion of juveniles in
the sample and 2) via the indirect effect of juveniles on reproductive community dynamics, which amounts to a time lag.
But they argued that (2) would be negligible, which we now
see is not the case in general. One way to understand how
the presence of a juvenile stage increases community diversity
is to note that it leads to longer species lifetimes but does
not affect the total number of speciation events over a fixed
period of evolutionary time, and the only way to reconcile
these two facts is to have more species concurrently alive at
any one time (see the mathematical arguments in the paragraph following Eq. 5).
To illustrate this more vividly, consider an extreme hypothetical example of a forest plot where the average juvenile
stage length is 10 million years, implying that the ancestors
of the current crop of reproductive trees are drawn from individuals that have lived in the area over tens of millions of
years, rather than over just the last few centuries as would be
typical for a real forest. Obviously, the current diversity will
be higher in our hypothetical scenario than in reality (because
we will sample trees representing diverse species from different geological ages), even though we have not changed the
overall speciation rate. Our hypothetical example is extreme
but serves to provide a general intuition for how the presence
of a juvenile stage can increase the diversity of reproductives
by stretching the fingers of the coalescence process deeper
into the past. Importantly, this general insight is not dependent on the specific neutral assumptions of our model, and
thus likely applies beyond neutral theory.
In the application to BCI, we found that parameterising
the model at the scale of the Panama Canal watershed (≈
2500 km2) results in overestimation of tree species richness
at the local 50-ha scale by 26–47%. This is opposite to the
conclusion reached by O’Dwyer and Cornell (2018), and the
different result is attributable to two features of the stagestructured model. The first is that we estimate the density
of reproductive individuals using published species-specific
DBH thresholds from BCI, whereas O’Dwyer and Cornell
(2018) implicitly assumed that the reproductive trees are all
trees greater than 10 cm DBH (as have, it should be noted,
most other applications of neutral theory to these data). This
change alone is enough to switch the regionally parameterised model from under-predicting to slightly over-predicting
species richness in the 50-ha plot (rows with k = 0 in Table
2). The second distinguishing feature of our model is the
presence of a juvenile stage. The key parameter is the aforementioned ratio k. The higher this ratio, the higher the species richness, and thus in the BCI application, the worse the
over-prediction problem (Table 2). For BCI, future empirical
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research can refine the estimate of k, for example by incorporating the seed stage (Dalling and Brown 2009) and using the
maximum likelihood models of Condit et al. (2017) to estimate mortality and transition rates for each stage and thus the
length of each stage. But even if k turns out to be lower than
estimated here, overprediction of species richness will remain
an issue, as evidenced by the k = 0 case in Table 2. In our BCI
case study, the effect of more accurately counting reproductives on estimated local richness was substantially larger than
the effect of explicitly modelling juvenile stage dynamics.
However, the latter effect is a more novel and surprising result
and can be expected to be more important in communities
with longer juvenile stages, as we noted above with reference
to a hypothetical herbaceous plant community.
Another critical insight from the stage-structured model
is that if the dispersal parameter σ is estimated by fitting the
non-stage-structured SAR formula to empirical SAR data (or
by fitting to related spatial patterns), the resulting value cannot be interpreted literally as the standard deviation of dispersal distance but instead must be interpreted as an effective
parameter that also incorporates the parameter k, i.e. the ratio
of juvenile to reproductive stage duration. In our case study,
the estimated standard deviation of dispersal distance for forest trees in Panama was 50 m, but the effective dispersal distance σeff was closer to 54 m. This is not to suggest, of course,
that trees actually disperse further than field measurements
suggest. Rather, the stage-structured community behaves like
a non-stage-structured community with σ ≈ 54 m. Following
intuitions about the coalescence process outlined earlier, we
can see that this is because in a stage-structured community
the new recruits are drawn not just from the current crop of
reproductives but also indirectly from reproductive individuals that may have died some time ago, via the ‘buffer’ of the
juvenile stage class. The diversity of this pool of potential parents is thus greater than in a non-stage-structured model, and
the mathematics must somehow take account of this. Instead
of doing it explicitly by directly reaching back in time, the
topological symmetries of coalescent trees from the neutral
model allow us to incorporate this extra diversity by inflating the dispersal parameter and thus drawing recruits from
a larger spatial region. This is the fundamental reason that
σeff > σ.
Revisiting Preston’s (1960) breeding bird data (Fig. 1), we
can now appreciate that we should not take the fitted dispersal value of 0.4 km literally because it is an effective parameter (σeff). To compute the actual estimate of1/ 2per-generation
standard deviation of dispersal s2d + s2g
from Eq. 4
we need to estimate the length of juvenile and reproductive
stages for birds. If we assume the mean length of the juvenile stage is 1–4 years while that of the reproductive stage is
3–5 years (Hickey 1952), we get estimates of per-generation
standard deviation of dispersal of roughly 0.3 km, that is
somewhat lower than the effective value. We emphasise that
the discrepancies would be even larger for species with longer
juvenile stages.
What to make of the result from our BCI case study that
the neutral model overpredicts local species richness (Fig. 3)?

((

)

)

Of course, we must avoid overinterpreting the fit (or lack of
such) to a single observation. Ideally, we would have multiple
plots at the local scale from which to estimate local richness.
But, absent such data, let us hypothesise that the overprediction is a general phenomenon. One implication is then that
the most important omission from the neutral model is not
niche stabilising mechanisms, but competitive exclusion that
would reduce local species richness. The environment varies substantially across the Panama Canal Watershed, being
much wetter on the Caribbean side than on the Pacific side
of the isthmus (Condit et al. 2001). We can expect that at any
given location, some species will be better adapted than others and hence have higher intrinsic population growth rates
– in violation of the neutral assumption. Adding in these
mechanisms to the model would make it more realistic and
lead to lower local species richness.
It may be prudent to revisit other past applications of
neutral theory to tropical forest trees, which, in light of our
results, have not dealt with individual density and stage structure appropriately. Many of the results may not be robust,
as we found here for the spatial downscaling to predict local
species richness in O’Dwyer and Cornell (2018). Yet other
results may be. For example, Condit et al. (2012) found
that the empirically measured input rate of new species to
the BCI plot over time was consistent with the prediction of
neutral theory, using a threshold DBH of 1 cm. Repeating
that analysis with a 10 cm threshold again gives results consistent with neutral theory (R. Condit pers. comm.). Thus,
it would be reasonable to expect that repeating the analysis
with reproductive trees only (which gives an intermediate
density) would also give results consistent with neutrality.
Also, another result of O’Dwyer and Cornell (2018), stating that spatial neutral theory predicts an overly narrow local
SAD, does appear to be robust: whereas their model was
parameterised with trees above 10 cm DBH, a very similar
phenomenon arises in our model parameterised with reproductive trees (Fig. 4).
A broader lesson is that accounting for demographic
heterogeneity can have surprisingly large effects on the biodiversity patterns predicted by neutral models. As noted
earlier, the addition of a juvenile stage of length a proportion k that of the reproductive stage increases species richness by a similar proportion – a result we did not anticipate.
Future studies could explore the effects of other kinds of
demographic heterogeneity, such as the presence of more
than two stages. One extension, relevant to tropical forest trees, would be to split the juvenile stage into separate
seedling and sapling stages, which would be consistent with
empirical data because these stages have different morality
rates (roughly 13% versus 4% per year for seedlings versus sapling, respectively). We predict that in this modified
model the average juvenile stage length conditional on having reached reproductive age would be higher and, thus,
following the intuition outlined earlier, community diversity would be even higher relative to the non-stage-structured case because the coalescence process would be able to
reach back further in time. Though such an exercise would

certainly be worthwhile, increasing diversity would actually
exacerbate the poor fit to the Panama tree data (Fig. 3),
and thus would not qualitatively change our results for this
case study. We suspect that rescaling formulas, similar to
the ones presented here, could also be derived to handle
such multi-stage scenarios and even perhaps a non-neutral
versions of our models, thus relating them to known mathematical results. This provides an interesting avenue for
future work.
Another extension involving demographic heterogeneity
would be to allow reproductive output to increase with tree
age. For trees, the first principles would predict that reproductive output increases linearly with canopy area, and canopy area is positively related to tree DBH and thus tree age
(Cano et al. 2019). Demographic heterogeneity in reproductive output within species can also arise from genetic or sitespecific factors, as suggested by data showing large variation
in seed output among conspecific trees even after controlling
for canopy area (De Steven and Wright 2002).
Accounting for stage structure is by no means a panacea
for neutral theory’s woes. We have shown that the problems with cross-scale predictions of spatial neutral models
(O’Dwyer and Cornell 2018) are not fixed by the addition
of stage structure, at least not by the addition of simple
juvenile–reproductive stage structure (Fig. 3–5). Another,
probably related, problem with neutral theory is its severe
underprediction of temporal changes in species’ abundances
(Chisholm et al. 2014, Kalyuzhny et al. 2014, Fung et al.
2016), and stage structure will not fix this because the resulting neutral dynamics are still governed by drift – a very slow
process. These problems we leave to other papers, past and
future. In the meantime, a positive message emerging from
this study is that the stage-structured problem is one that is
relatively easy to account for via simple rescaling of existing
formulas for non-stage-structured neutral models, allowing
the growing knowledge base on non-stage-structured models
to be leveraged for modelling stage-structured communities.
Finally, our results lead to general insights that also apply
beyond neutral theory, in particular the insight that a longer
juvenile stage can increase community diversity by effectively
broadening the period of time over which ancestors of present-day individuals are sampled.
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